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Student Name____________________________________________________________________

‘TRINITY NOTES’
1.

What city was noted for being the most intellectual in the Roman empire? _________________

2. The Nicene creed is virtually the old _________________ _____________________________
with the addition of the ____________________________________.
3.

Athanasius was noted for his jargon of metaphysics.

True or

False

4.

Who defended the rights of philosophic enquiry into Christian doctrine?___________________

5.

The Trinitarian dogma is in the last analysis a late ___________________________ invention.

6.

The “Timaeus” came from the man ___________________________________________.

7.

Alexandria was located in what country? ___________________________________________

8.

The “blessed trinity” came from devious _______________________________ minds.

9.

Plato was interested in magic numbers.

True or False

10. Tertullian borrowed his ideals from __________________________________________
11. Who was the first to use the Latin word “Trinitas?” _______________________________
12. Tertullian confessed he committed _________________________________ frequently.
13. Tertullian was honored by Gibbon.

True

or

False

14. Herbert W. Armstrong believed in the trinity.
15. Dr. Don Vestal proves the Trinity is not a Biblical fact.

True or
True or

False
False

16. In what Scripture is the only saving name found? ___________________________________
17. In what Scripture does Paul explain the Godhead? _________________________________
18. The apostolic doctrine can only be traced back to the Assembly of God church.
True or False
19. Where is the Scripture where Jesus commanded water baptism? _________________________
20. Pros thon theon is the Greek means ______________________________________________
21. The Bible determines what is Christian and what is not.

True or

False

22. The height of the Trinitarian doctrine prior to the council of Nicaea was expressed by what four
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____________________________________ _____________________________________

____________________________________ _____________________________________
23. The doctrine of the Trinity threw the world into the Dark Ages.

True or

24. Hebrews 1:8 shows the pre-existence of God the Son with God the Father.

False
True

or False

25. Who commanded all to worship the orthodox faith or face death? _______________________
26. The Trinity is New Testament theology.

True or

27. Paul never spoke in tongues.

False

True or

False

28. Paul condoned philosophy to better understand the Scriptures.
29. Express your feelings about the Trinity doctrine.

True

or False

